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COMPARATIVE STRUCTUR3S AND ATTITUDES ALONG THE U.S. - MEXICAN BORDER*

If social scientists wish to use the U.S. - Mexican Border region

as a laboratory for the comparative studies of human behavior, the

various dimensions of the term "U.S. - Mexican Border" must be de-

fined, the criteria made explicit, and the generalizations concluded

from one dimension must not be indizcriminately applied to a dissimilar

situation.

As a geo=hical reion it comprises the political entities of

Mexico and the United States as a contiguous land area from the Pacific

Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. Within this context the Border region is

theoretically presented as tuo separate political-economic-language

systems in juxtaposition along an extended, common national boundary.

Another approach to the Border region is to regard it as a single

entity of its own, a separate cultural milieu---differing from both

the United States and Mexico in its heritage, traditions and social

structures (not to mention its langua.c-e--Border Spanish). Some experts

view this as a dynamic process of assimilation of Anglo and Mxican

peoples and heritage. Others point out that the maintenance peroetua

of the traditional Anglo superiority-Mexican inferiority relationship

is a necessary component of the Border culture. Still other scholars

see this unique cultural milieu as a medium for cultural pluralism--

a place where art forms, music, literary contributions and the like

mi47ht be spawned, pradticed or enjoyed on an equalitarian basis.

An exPanded and tangential definition of the U.S. Mexican Border

focuses on the :exican-Americqm people regardless of their present



location, as a synonym of Border life. Thus problems of Bo:rder peoples

might include the Mexican American-An lo relations in the Denver public

schools; or the ecological distribution of Spanish Speaking groups in

Los Angeles slums. It might deal with Texas migrant families picking

Michigan pickles or cherries, or Idaho sugar beets and potatoes or it

might deal with majority-minority population ratios in San Antonio,

Texas and still be considered "Border problems."

A further dimension to research on the U.S. - Mexican Border is

the distinct historical antecedents of many of the contemporary border

communities and cultural groups who are often mistakenly placed in a

single historical categoryr,foreiGn immigrants. Some of our Mexican-

American hamlets along the Rio Grande are older than the Independence

of the Lone Star Republic by more than two centuries. The Anglo

Westward colonization of this country is to them "recent history."

The accidental settlement sf.te for a family along the Rio Grande gave

one family Me::ican citizenship and their friends on the opposite

bank American citizenship, the latter by a declaration in a strange

ton:crue and a foreign Political allegiance. Some early Spanish-American

settlements with co=unity property riEhts conferred-:oy Spanish land-

grants were destroyed by ;1nglo Saxon leal codes, and the disenZranchised

landholders -Jere relocated into higthly undesirable, un=oductive land.

Still other tolms were formed by a steady imnaiEration (both le:c-al and

of Llexican citizens, from whence the second :eneration could

relocate to interior cities -Jith the dream of steady work and economic

independence. Even the atypical tribal Groups, the Tigua Indians of

Ysleta, Te:.:as and the Yaqui Indians of Southern Arizona are rare

"cultural islands" constitutin the Boi'der region.



Various theoretical and methodological orientations lased to

conceptualize the properties of the Border culture might be considered

another dimension. Thera are the atomistic (micro-structure) vs

holistic (National Character) comparisons, synchronic (ontemporary

,1!omparisons) vs diachronic (extended temporal) desiEned research or

studies emphasizing the static elements of the region as oppcsed to

research emphasizinsg the dynamic nature of the area. Many arguments

among Border emoerts arise from attempts to interpolate their findings

from one field research to another without regard for these theoretical

and methodoloEical distinctions. Furthermore, the level of social

analysis-whether it be the diad, family or the complex national

structure-and the emphasis upon the formal structure as contrasted

to the informal structures operating within the system.,will need to

be considered prior to a synthesis of empirical Border research.

In sunmary, certain types of limited analysis can correctly re-

gard the U.S. - Mexican Border as a distinct homogeneous region.

However, more precise and objective scrutiny reveals it to be a

conglomerate of social and cultural strains having vastly different

historical antecedents, traditions and conceptions of self-identity.

These differences are lightly veiled by a thin veneer of shared

cultural traditions historically accumulated in the consensual ex-

perience of day-to-day living in the comple]: Border milieu.

Historical Antecedents of Current Border Research

The Border region per se initially was ignored by the earliest

social scientists (ethnolo5ists) who bypassed the "adulteratedT!

Border communities for the "pure" primitive peasant villages uncluttered



by modern civilization and Western culture.
1 Not until. World War II

and the decade which followed did single social scientists (pre-

dominantly sociologists) make sporadi intercultural studies of the

peoples in the Southwest and along the Border.
2 When in 1950 the

U.S. Census Bureau issued separate tables of characteristics for the

Spanish Surname population, many valuable demographic studies were

published3 showing these characteristics on the U.S. side of the

national boundary. These were of great assistance to subsequent

Border projects although the latent effects of such statistical

categorization may have been to reinforce the stereotypes of the

Mexican-American as poor, uneducated, diseased and overnroductive in

child bearing. Upward-striving Kexican-Americans with Spanish Surnames

were thus incorrectly identified with statistical averages. In any

case, these sources axe too vast to be treated within this short

essay but their arbitrary exclusion should not reflect a lack of

importance of their contribution to an understanding of the Border

region.

In 1954 the first specific scientific project exclusively for

the study of the U.S. - 1,1exican Border was outlined by Charles P. Loomis

and funded by the Carnegie Corporation. 4 Vaiious studies initiated by

that project will pe cited throughout this essay.

At this present time a half-dozen major Latin American Institutes

seem to dominate cross-cultural studies in the various Latin American

nations 5 but it is a rarity to find any one of them focusing specifi-

cally on the U.S. - Llexican Border area.
6

Recent Civil Rights prots and the awakening of various Snanish

Speakinrcz; groups seeking economic and land redress have encouraged
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additional research of this minority, not only in the geographical

Border region itself but in any urban center containing a significant

sub-community of Mexican-Americans. It will be crucial to arrance

these studies in some systematic form for use by all serious Border

scholars.

The Comnarative Method Approach

The comparison of social structures and attitudes from two distinct

nationality groups such as the U.S. and Mexico is neither novel nor is

it revolutionary. It is but the extension of the comparative method

pioneered by the social anthropologist coupled with the latest refined

instruments and procedures of modern sociology. Radcliffe-Bro-m,

generally reEarded as the precursor of present comparative studies in

social anthropology and sociology wrote:

It is only by the use of the comparative method that we
can arrive at general explanations. The alternative 4_s to
confine ourselves to particularistic explanations similar to
those of the historian. The two kinds of explanations are
both legitimate and do not conflict, but both are needed for
the understanding of societies and their institutions.7

Durkheim, the father of modern scientific sociology, further clarified

this:

Comparative sociology is not a particular branch of
sociolov; it is socioloy itself, insofar as it ceases to
be purely descriptive and aspires to account for facts.8

A recent writer in comparative sociology suggests that the Radcliffe

Brown a2proach, dominant from post World War I to about 1950, is now

being challenged by a newer structural school which emphasizes the

comparison of logically deduced models of distinct societies rather

than the comparison of content culture per se. 9 Previous methodoloEical

battles between approaches-- "trait" vs "holistic" advocates-- seem to
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be ignored by the possibilities of a merger of comPuter-science with

tyolo:ical models reflecting auantitative indices.
10

Apart from .any scientific contribution to be made from comparative

studies, Kluck'flohn su.P:gests it as a necessary training device for the

emergin- scientist himself. He suggested that the studying of

societies other than our own

enables us to see ourselves better. Ordinarily we are unaware
of the special lens through which we look at life. ..students
who have not gonc beyond the horizon of their own society could
not be expected to perceive custom which was the stuff of their
own thinking. The scientist of human affairs needs to know as
much about the eye that sees as the object seen. Anthr000lo.-2
holds up a Ereat mirror to man and lets him look at himself in
his infinite varietv.11

AlthoucJ:h this emphasis was recommended for the study of primitive

societies, hisVolues Institute at Harvard carries on the comparisons

.

of collem-porary U.S. cultures
12 In the tradition of its founder ahd

Dra=atically illustrates the fruitful application of these same

principles to our modern comnlex society.

Seekinr; to demonstrate the utility of apPlvinp- these comnarative

methods to the U.S. - ',lexicon Border region, iwe will briefly discuss

onoing research in four major content areas. Toe studies chosen

we:7e selected for the clarity and rizor of design, forthzir apolicability

in demonstrating a comparative level of analysis, and for significant

scientific i7.port to stimulate scholars who have interests in the

Border ref-ion. A heavy bias is evident toward socioloEical studies

reflecting the authors familiarity with materials close to his own

discipline. The four major content areas chosen are: 1) Political

Structure and Urbanization; 2 Disaster Relief; 3) Law Enforcement;

and 4) Self-Ilentity studies.



Political Structure and Urbanization

A cross-national classic in Bordcr studies is the D'Antonio and

Form13 analysis of the power elite in El Paso, Texas, compared to

those in its sister .city of Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. The authors con-

clude that the Mexican city reflects a more monolithic, centrally

controlled power structure than does the U.S. community. 14 No civic

program in Cd. Juarez is initiated nor legitimated with any degree of

success without the implicit or explicit sanctions from officials in

charge of governmental resources. In contrast, El Paso reflects a

more diffuse economic and social structure with its myriad of voluntary

associations diffusing the decision-makers throughout the system.

These extra-legal organizations initiate, legitimate and very often

complete many Programs of social or community betterment completely

outside the formal resources of government.

The influentials who operate within these two structures across

naticnal boundaries differ equally as much as the structure in uhich

they operate. The Cd. Juarez elite are usually educated in the U.S.,

can speak En4_:1ish well, and are generally very knowledgeable regard-

ing the source of Mexican-U.S. linkages with a very objective view

of this relationshiP. The El Paso influentials do not look to Mexico

for any of their values, intellectual challenges nor ideas, but rather

have "worked out a modus vivendi with the city 47d. Juareil but had

not internalized much of the Mexican culture "15 The U.S. influentials

as reflected by the Border city officials were ethnocentric and gener-

ally not sophisticated in both the Anglo and 'Mexican values. Hence,

when interaction across the Border occurs within this political context,

not only must the Mexican assume a deferent position because of the
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economic and technological superiority of the United States but also

because of the inability of the American influentials to understand

the social institutions or cultural values of any other society than

their own.

If these conclusions are valid, it appears that the vast majority

of "Cultural Understandimg" weeks and "Good Neighbor" programs are

conducted as a facadato conceal the social and cultural processes

actually operating across the Border which Americans do not understand

and are even less concerned about; while their Mexican counterpars

accept the superficial show with tongue-in-chEek, understanding the

Anglo's necessity for self-deception better even than the Anglo

influential understands it himself. This disclosure could provide a

clue for the failure of many so-called "multi-lateral" assistance

projects sponsored by the Ul_ited States and unilaterally carried out

among our Latin American neighbors.

Problems of urbanization on both sides of the political boundary

221= to be strikingly similar. This is probably due to the common

dysfunctions of rapid population increases, urban col.estion, poverty

in the slum areas, and the difficulties of providing the growing

suburbs with the necessary utilities and institutional services.

However, these problems are manifest in very distinct patterns. Where-

as the deterioration of American cities tends to follow the zones of

transition in the city center, Latin American cities have innense

slums developing on the periphery of the city called jacales, villas

miserias, colonias or barrios marginales. 16
Since the basic function

of the city itself in Latin America has a far different history than

that of the U.S., the Patterning of slums would likewise' be expected



to vary a great deal. Western Fvropean cities were a movement of

economic energies away from exctive pursuits toward those of pro-

cessin- and distribution whe:eas the Latin American metropolis is

the source cf enercy and organisation for the exploitation of natural

resources. 17 In addition,Cardenas18 has pointed out the limited

power arrangement of the Mexican munico being an extended organ

of the state political system in contrast to the relative indepen-

dence and self-initiative characteristic of the American city. It

is quite obvious that programs designed specifically to assist the

U.S. city ignore these basic structural and functional differences

and arc less applicable to the problems of the Mexican municipio.

It is ironic that U.S. - sponsored development programs with the

underlying philosophy of U.S. municipal administration, might ac-

tually force the Mexican urban area to mirror its U.S. counterpart,

thereby divorcing itself from its Mexican coordination source and

creating a greater political vacuum than before. To assume that the

plight of Mexican border cities is only the lack of economic resources

to carry out urban change of the U.S. - type is a fallacy.

Now turninz to political studies concentrating on inter-cultural

relations on one side of the Border, the focus will be on the ac-

culturation process and the immigrant adjusting to the bureaucratic

structures of our urban institutions. A comparison of second genera-

tion Mexican-Americans in the U.S. with recent arrivals from Mexico

showed an amazinr difference in their rate of participation in these

formal structures. The newly arrived immigrant perceives the pro-

cess of involvement with formal organizations as an attempt by the
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middle class Anglo majority to manipulate him019 His familiarity

with the informal kinship system throu h which he achieved his basic

needs in his 1.T.exican culture is not conducive to launching into per-

sonal involvement with formal-type organizations in the U.S.

Further studies dealing with Mexican-Ame....ican social mobility

indicate that the shedding of lower class traits, not the relin-

quishing of traditional Catholicism and its corresponding ethnic

values, was most directly related to successful upward mobility. 20

Implicit within these conclusions is that programs aimed at elevating

the Mexican-American minority to a higher socio-economic level is

more effective with second generation Mexican-Americans who under-

stand how formal organizations function. But even more important is

that these programs might accomplish their plaiposes more effectively

without assaulting the Mexican-American's ethnic traditions, including

the Spanish language. Within this context, suggested programs for

dual language training in primary grades to familiarize the student

with U.S. social structure from the relative safety of his own lan-

guage seems a feasible program.

There is inherent danger in stripping an immigrant group of their

old values to dress them in the ideals of their new country of resi-

dence. If the delicate attachments with'the past familiar culture

are forceably disconnected to insure a more rapid socialization into

the prevailing U.S. patterns, two potential problem areas emerge.'

First, the chief socialization agent to accomplish these changes

will be the educational institution which is not geared to operate

according to the traditional Mexican kinship standards. Reactions

against the socialization process by Mexican-American youth are



misinterpreted by teachers, administrators and counsellors untrained

in cross-cultural value orientations. To them, the Mexican-American

non-conformist reflects "gang behavior" whereas the Anglo youth are

merely e=perimenting with adult values.21 The second problem is

much more serious and may become deadly to the entire system if not

recognized. The presence of a strong Mexican cultural tradition

allows the Mexican-American a familiar base of operations, complete

with rules which he understands and with rewarding personal associa-

tions to which he is accustomed. When and if this traditional cul-

ture is placed off limits without his having mastered the new roles

and standards within the American system, he is caught in the frus-

tration of anomie - unable to retreat and without the social skills

to move ahead and compete in the newly joined U.S. society. Without

the stabilizing background culture, a break with the past calls for

desperate measures. Without any culture to risk losing, open rebel-

lion, revolt, and violence seems a welcome alternative to the con-

tinued emotional isolation of anomie. Violence in our U.S. society

appears to have occurred among those who adopted our culture but

were restrained from gaining the benefits from it. The lack of vio-

lence among Mexican-American groups mia-ht well be the risk of losing

even their present culture if activist protests fail. If the pattern

noted among Mexican-American slum youth in San Antonio is correct -

that they are breaking with the Past22 - this is the necessary pre-

requisite for activist movements and even violence if they find all

other channels closed to upward mobility within their American so-

ciety.

Because of the diversity between the various cultural groups



contained within the Spanish S?eakin;.; category, a single formal al-

liance of power has been absent. The liaison between those f-roups

seems to.have been the thin veneer of ethnic pride and tradiL.on.

Likewise, the development of strong personal leaders has been re-

tarded due to a structural-functional consideration revealed in a

minority leadership research in a bi-cultural community.23 This

study indicated that the emerging Mexican-American leader whc re-

flects the infomal procedures and lower class values of his sub-

ordinate minority is personally unacceptaille in the social world of

the AnGlo influential. As this ethnic leader becomes more educated,

mastering the language, dress and etiquette necessary to operate

within the Anglo system, he gains the acceptance of the dominant

Anglo leaders. However, becoming accepted by the Anglo power hier-

arc:ly is the hiss of death to his ethnic constituency which has

felt further and further removed from him with his new "Anglo"

attributes. Thus, at the very time when he is able to clo the most

personal diplomacy for his minority group, he is rejected as their

spokesman and is replaced by another rising militant from their

midst to begin the cycle over again. Perhaps the greatest hope for

their voice in the formal structure of the larser society will.occur

when the new generation of Mexican-American, educaced and sophistica-

ted in the workings of formal government, will band together and will

in turn marshal support from informal kinship liaisons to complete

the two-step unification process. This alternative offers little

encouragement for solutions to problems through present adult minor-

ity leadership.

Because of the unioue situation of the Border being a Perpetual
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source of Mexican immigrants, the acculturation process will be a

Perennial problem. Moreover, the sporadic successes of Mexicm im-

migrants creates one of the major problems of the Border region;

the exploding squatter colonias composed of families fleeing from

impoverished Mexican hinterlands toward the area of economic and

social opportunities - the Border. The greater the contact between

U.S. technology, culture, and the American way of life, the greater

the motivation to migrate toward the Border communities, even with

the disease, squalor, oppressive birth rates, and lack of utilities

and schools024 A study of bracero workers exposed for a harvest

season to the U.S. illustrates this attitude change. After return-

ing to the lower strata of his Peasant villa,c:e, the bracer° presour-

ed his own children to either seek ways to rise to a hir:her level

within the community or toi_migrate to the United States in hopes of

greater onportunity for social and economic advancement.
25

Even reverse im-aigration (U.S. citizens who change their citizen-

ship to M.exico) tends to leave the poor and destitute in the U.S.

A pilot study of a limited number of citizenship chanc:ers reveals

that those persons changing their U.S. citizenship for that of Mexico

are from the social and economic elite classes, who because of family

property, business or political opportunity will become Mexican citi-

zens to live in "the other Mexico- the elite c2Ass."
26

In summary, cross-national comparisons demonstrate the dissimi-

larities in the social and political structures on each side of the

national boundary. Moreover, Mexic n immi:rants acculturated within

the informal kinship systems of Me-_cico are loath -Go particioate in

the formal, bureaucratic structures in the U.S. Second generation
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Mexican-Americaus show less problems in dealing with these formalized

procedures and to them might be left the decision of which route to

follow to gain ascendancy - to enter and manipulate the present Anglo

dominated system or to become militant for a form of cultural plural-

ism. Each approach has its rewards and its consequences.

Disaster Relief

The twin border cities of Eagle Pass, Texas, and Piedras Negras

in Mexlco suffered a devastating Rio Grande flood in 1954. This

situation provided an excellent comparative study of behavioral re-

actions to catastrophe and the role of .ui-aditional social structures

and dominant values in dealing with the holocaust on both sides of

the border. 27 Clifford28 found that in Piedras Hesras there was less

integration of formal and informal groups enr:a7ed in relief actf_vity

inasmuch as the populace depmded more upon kinship ties han won

voluntary relief organizations for aid. Material zoods offered fron.

U.S. relief sources were Presented in such a manne- as to threaten

the dignidad of the -Lexican representatives and were habitually re-

fused since acceptance would reflect Yexico's inability to provide

for its own people.

In Eae:le Pass, not only were the pre-disaster values of opera-

tional efficiency and neiL:hborhood or community participation accept-

able but all kinds of assistance from voluntary relief a,7encies was

expected and utilized wherever possible. Such a study points out

that relief of any tyRe administered within a cultural context where-

in familistic, traditionalistic and informal orientations are dominant

-are not easily articulated with bureaucratic, efficiency-oriented

relief structures. 3order emergency relief or simple welfare projects
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which rely upon American operational T)rocedures will be suspect as

illustrated by the reactions above. A subsequent inter-ethnic study

rc,larding the dispensing of disaster relief to Mexican-Americans by

Anglo-dominated voluntary organizations showed the reluctance of the

minority group to accept Anglo help.29 Given the choice, the

Mexican-American family would accept inadequate housinFz and a bare

subsistence food ration in the house of a friend or kinfolk rather

than assume the dependency role within the Anglo-dominated relief

agencies with their well-bal need meals, hos.pital aid aild physical

comforts. The Anglo volunteer worker's reaction to this "irrational

choice" of the Mexican-American further illustrates the intense

minority stereotypes of "an ignorant, ungrateful people who cannot

accept assistance graciously." It was concluded that the manner in

which tile aid was etended and the social relationships extant

between the s7iver and receiver were more critical for a-.cepting re-

lief aid than the auality or auantity of the goods and services of-

ferea by the Anglo relief organization.30

Law Enforcement

A cross-national comparisdn of legal enforcement systems in

Mexico and the U.S. reveals wide structural-functional divergences

between the two.
31

In the U.S., law enforcement is articulated

through a bureaucratic structure not only at the national but also

at state and local governmental levels as well. Appointments of law

officers to service is legitimized through some competitive form of

civil service qualifying examinations or its equivalent. In contrast,

the exican lau enforcement ar;encies are a reflection of the hiztly
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centralized political system and are simply an extension of the

personal political leaders with personal loyalty being the sole

criterion of appointment to service. It is simp3y a "spoils"

system. The vertical coordination of the three governmental levels

in the U.S. is done through traditional integrative techniques such

as the doctrine of "dual citizenship" enforced and implemented through

federal and appellate courts. Voluntary municipalcounty or multi

state agreements are ratified and the specific liaison machinery

inaugurated to coordinate these activities is not usually removed by

a new incoming political party. By contrast, in Mexico the federal,

state and local enforcement structures, procedures and officials are

almost completely insulated from each other except for the strong

personal loyalties at the apex of each of these power structures.

It is not unusual for the local "boss" to be indebted to the State

political administration for the proper governmental support which

brought him into office in the first place. Thus, while the U.S.

legal coordination is done through the systematic procedures of the

system,the Me::ican coordination is done through the persons themselves

who run each of the systems.

This dissimilarity in the type of social structures responsible

for legal enforcement on each side of the national border presents

extremely serious problems in coordinating actiVities and pooling

resources to prevent "sanctuaries" for lawbreakers to "raid" the

foreign neighbor. After repeated failures at achieving formal

coordination of the U.S. bureaucratic structure and the highly

personalize, nonstandardized procedures of the 1.1exican system,

effective cooperation was attained through personal friendship ties

16



and informal loyalties between specific enforcement officials from

each country. For instance, the greatest single Border violation of

the legal codes is that of car thefts. The formal channel to handle

this problem is an antiquated Senatorial agreement with the Republic

of Mexico signed in the mid 1930's. The practical approach of handling

these modern problems forces the abandonment of such archaic structures

and the implementation of workable coordinative efforts between the

lower echelons of enforcement. officials where the actual problem must

be resolved. The greatest problem emerging from this informal means of

resolving legal violations is that after an election installing a new

Mexican politico (and his friends and kinfolk are given positions as

law enforcement officers) those informal working arrangements between

U.S. law officiers and Eexican officials of the previous regime are

lost and new friendships and agreements must be cultivated for future

liaison. With the low wages inherent within the spoils system appoint-

mellts, access to a power position of legal inforcement is a means to

exchange personal favors of "expediting the red tape" in return for

some voluntary remuneration (mordida) which forces a direct under-

mining of the universalistic orientation necessary for a futuTe civil

service type operation. Likewise, the U.S. officers are forced to

obtain "informal petty-cash" financial sources to effectively re-

imburse cooperating Mexican officers for their trouble. Since it

cannot be traced nor accounted for, it tends to strain the U.S.

system of checks and balances if carried to extremes. Funds so ex-

pended must be "overlooked" as a matter of standard operating procedure

for continued articulation with the Mexican system to be maintained.

An informal "winking" at the legal statutes regarding "Juarez
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maids" in the United States is a similar solution to a Bordercreated

problem. Formally, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)

of the Department of Justice has aegal statutes regarding permanent

immigrants, policies controlling commuting workers (Green card holders)

and short term visitor permits (Blue card holders). 32 INS official

denial that illegal "blue card" holders are working in El Paso is

released simultaneously with plAblished accounts that the INS picks

up an average of nearly 300 "illegal maids" per month and rescinds

their blue cards. 33. Unofficially, the INS estimates the number of

illegal workers in El Paso as about 15,000 averae;e during the year. 34

There is a demand for inexpensive domestics among the El Paso home

makers and even the low earnings of a maid is often the only income

of a squatter family in the Cd. Juarez colonias, so it is economically

advantageous for both parties. A small survey of maids in a five

block tract of northeast 111 Paso revealed that in 38 homes answering

the door, seven maids were encountered of which five were illegally

in the U.S., one had legal papers, and the legality of one was

questionable. 35 This is corroborated by unofficial estimates from

border workers and officials who cannot issue formal statements to

support these data. It appears that strict legal interpretations of

regulations along the Border are bypassed for the functional informal

agreements which have underscored the successful functioning of two

dissimilar cultural systems for centuries.

Recently in El Paso a select committee on Western Hemisphere

Immiration met to sound out opinion regarding a Senate bill proposing

restrictions on the flow of alien commuters. This hearing overlooked

the local informal handling of Border problems and mostly recorded



official responses to the present formal statutes (which ar rarely

used to handle border problems). They likewise overlooked the fact

that the comuter problems to which they were directing their atten-

tion could be legally enforced under existing statutes if local foltways

were commensurate with the statutes. Legislation from Washington D.C.

and Mexico D.P., does not appear to form an effective basis for work-

able socialr economic and political intercourse across the arbitrary

national boundary. Formal proclamations seem to be functional only

as protocol rituals for superficial pledges of mutual help and under-

standing while the real procedures are worked out through the informal

systems.

The Border area problem of prostitution must likewise be control-

led and regulated through informal agreements. Such delicate matters

with their potential economic and political repercussions must be dis-

counted in formal declarations but controlled through informal, un-

official working arrangements. 36 In the U.S. prostitution regulation

is linked with the moral desires of middle class functionaires to

control all extra-marital sexual promiscuity, particulary among the

lower class. This is accomplished through the quarantine powers of

health officials for venereal disease irradication. These quarantine

powers are sometimes delegated by health.officials to law enforcement

officers as well. The more affluent members of the society are thus

immune from quarantine procedures inasmuch as their venereal disease

problems are handled through consultation with a private physician.

Juarez prostitution is provided primarily for U.S. patrons, particular-

ly tourists and military personnel, and represents a major source of

governmental income. It was outlawed in Juarez following WW II but
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the demand for sexual diverson by American clients increased the number

of illegal, non-regulated operations causing venereal disease rate to

skyrocket on both sides of the border. A pragmatic approach to this

problem was an informal arrangement between political, military, health

and law enforcement representatives Of both sides who could never admit

such arrangements in a formal statement of official policy'. Meticulous

T.D. controls and routine testing of prostitutes was instigated, . This

was .actually "planned prostitution" operating on a non-official basis

but with informal support of all parties concerned. Only in this way

could regulations be imposed to reduce V.D. inasmuch as legal pro-

clamations had no effect upon the sexual patterns of prostitution.

In the early 1950's a notable change regarding the income from

prostitution in Mexico occurred. Whereas prior to that time this

illicit income went into the private bank accounts o; influential

individuals, it is now diverted into official government coffers for

1)1,

expenditures relating toApublic good.

Dope addicts who use Juarez as their supply point are frequently

the object of vehement official pronouncements by Moxicar officials.

However, informally the 200 known U.S. dope addicts residing in El Paso

peaceably cross the international bridges several times daily or week-

ly, signing an addict roster before entering Mexico and signing in

upon returning after having satisfied their appetite. 37 In this way,

some control of dope suppliers and pushers can be gained by identifica-

tion and periodic checking of the known addicts.

Due to the lack of restrictions on selling various forms of

narcotics to minors in Tijuana, Mexico, the City of San Diego imposed

an extra-legal border restraint upon unescorted minors at the city
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limits bordering on the Tijuana access.
38 No effort was made to

deter this "illegal restraint" providinE an informal means of handling

a problem which was not enforceable through the formal statutes extant.

In various realms of law enforcement problems along the Border, it

appears that maximum regulation and control occurs through the un

official arrangements corresponding to existinc7 Border folkways rather

than through the formal official channels which reflect the legal

statutes set up to regulate them.

Law enforcement and differential ethnic treatinent of offenders

is another comparative study which offers a great deal of promise for

instigatins corrective measures. A well researched study by Koeniger39

tested the "color blind" aspect of disposition of criminal rapist cases.

Examining 'the cases of all convicted rapists in Texas courts from

1924-1967, it was determined that ZexicanAmericans have shorter

sentences, draw fewer death sentences, and have more jail sentences

commuted than either the Negro or the Anglo offender convicted of this

crime. Could this be the result of the traditional condescending

attitude toward thic "dependent" minority which has so effectively

underrj ed their ethnic pride. The persecution of Negrro rapists,

the punishment of Anglos who know better, and the leniency of the child

like 1.1exicanAmericans appear to follow the stereotypes attributable

to each group by the dominant society. This hazardous extrapolation

of the conclusions is extremely tentative and would require much

more serious study than has been possible for inclusion at this

time.

SelfIdentitv Studies'

Selfidentity studies requii.e the analysis of subjective attitude
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responses from individuals as a predictable Euide to patterns of

behavior. Very few Border cross-national studies of this kind are

familiar to this wri-Ger, but the many studies done of the Border

people, the Y,exican-Americans, can raise some of the questions of

greatest promise for future Border research.

One cross-national comparison of student attitude and imat,es from

Northern Kexico and U.S. 'Universities was recently conducted by a

team of psycho1o;7ists and linguists. 40 Their methodological problems

of comparing the two institutions highlight the single greatest difficulty

of cross-cultural research-- finding cultural equivalents for social

symbols of one society which are equal to those of another. For

instance, attitude scales used for the U.S. students when converted

literally to the Sioanish language were somewhat meaningless. ComLlon

U.S. terminolop:y such as "natural sciences" (logically translated to

sciences naturales) had no literal meaning for the foreign students.

Likewise, the distinct structure of the 1exican University devoid of

social activities, dormitory life, and athletic competj.tion as

comoared to that of the U.S. University41 produced a methodological

nightmare in validating the measuring instruments themselves.

In the same sense, temporal eras differ in their perspectives,

and the historical interpretation of terminology and symbolic mean-

inA-s of behavior in past epochs without a thorough knowledge of the

structural-functional variations extant at that time might well re-

suit in distortions of the original meanings.42 .6ven the terms we

currently use which are common-place to us within OUT own cultural

milieu such as 2reedom, Student, Com..munist, Christian, or American

might differ in their usage from nation to nation and group to :7roup. 43
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Scholars have coined a Plethora of terms tJ makc distinctions

between the various aub-groups composiiv. the Spanish-Speakin catePory:

Spanish Surnames, Latin Anerican, Spaaish Spetking, Lexienn-Am3rienn,

44Spanish-American, Tex-Eex, Chkcano, and otners (with or without hypht.?as)

It is apparent thllt stereotToing them as a homoeneoas group is un-

scientific, but the demands made by eac.11 scholar for the Universal

usage of his Particulpx is freauently based uPon familiarity with

a rather limited number of sub-communities comoricin,c- the hotoro7oneous

category of Border inhabitants.

Many normative attributes ascribed to the ..exican-American make

distinct empirical studies of this group and toard this i:roup very

difficult. Less well known but as crucial are the deep-seated ima:-es

and attitudes of 1:exican-Americans toward Anlos. Both of these

,r-T..entations are clarified by a svady of mutual imaa7es and exoectatons

of both Anglo-Americans and I.:exican-Americans basd on resean2h by

Simmons45 in a Lower Rio Grande community. Anglo-Americans assume

that eNican-Americans are their potential equals, but profess them

to be currently inferior. Various unverifiable rationalizations are

used (i.e., regard them all as unclean, druken, sexually immoral, list-

less etc.) by the Anglo-Americans to perpetuate themselves in the

superordinate position and to relegate the Liexican-American to a

morally inferior status position. Such views of the minority group

by the dominant An,7los makes the status Quo palatable and just.

Stereotypes toward Anglos by Hexican-Americans are similarly un-

realistic and inconsistent, being primarily defensive rather than for

justification as in the case of the Anglos. 46 Anglos exnect Liexicon

Americans to become 7An,gaicized".and to eventually compete with Anglos



in the do inant social streturro (on. an eclualuarian ba-L- te4 k^4

Y.exican-Ameicams to full ,clualit" and aoce'otance without;

inc- up their tradition!ll way .t.i.;.e; a tvni.; cu1-cdu=1 i-r.

47 ,Parsons has of)ncL09uu'47i-' th rocles:e:; it.r,NlvQd

in chan inP; an "in-croup's" e:::ne 0411--Ot2-04 t7''14'V V 4

deJ,inition and poitin c th ouu -roulo i1udj the pauuc,..:.o of

behavior a,3cribed to it are riuc criteria or the lf-

"in-croup " u,,,,..

Pereep.vion

a reluctartce to ean-c4

anet
",

,or crup mi onou e a desire to peri:otuatL: in-

justice but rather a fe,ar of thQ chmces-uit in tht) c.:" ones

own :3-rou-o which would be ;:aused br a radical shift -I.-. definitin

"out-7roups" in re7atf.ons1-lio to eneru own "in-7run."

n, , suereoua oi thW,YVo. his e.r.ten,3 d

4. :is too well 1,nwn to need dee=enua4.t...on nere. Curreft1-7 many 030

si-rdlar -e decii 4'-ned c raise the motivations e6. a _ R.d minority

groups so un'Iu unev will aspire to t'*'0"0
,-

u.4 _4- J_ ;--

prol7ram leaders assum e. them to aL76rrentl,r nossess. aecent reseal-J.1 in

this level of motivation and soiration revoa1 a r',arn contrat

prevailincr stereo.es of tne non-asPirin7 A c,4-.1111-..Jutj
comparin the asT)irations of ::e::ican-Anaerican youths with Anc-lo-

American youths reva-7e-1 4r '04'" 4". r 1_ u ..

patterns. Lie::ican-American boys, for instance, nolonly hak,, realistic

c-oals of possible future attainment (occupationa./-,.1. these T.-a-e lower

prestic:7e pro-Pessional and blue-collar skilled nositions) but their

e=ectatiors of actually achievins these r;oals coincided very well.'

4; p7,4 n - nr,-.outia n.:ed a .Lon-... _n:..foitv in their desira to

reach their goals than their Anglo cohorts, ".;ut were more uncertain
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than the Anr7los in b0..n7 able to attain their exPected educatiolva

statm1.49

Comparisons of inter-.-enerational attitude chaniws within the

Nexican-Amorican croun reveal some marked shifts from the traditional

values of the r rents by their childron. A comparison of aspirations

and criteria for self-identity between male youth and thir parents
50

concluded that ithe Parents emphasized self-master7 and obedience as

the most s lient core values of their culture whereas their SODS chose

helpin-1 otl-e.f..s and h'rc1. wo. as most import nt. Parents and zos

aEreed it the two moot ir_portant indicators for self-identification

were low-vv-e and f'Inilv name. It was not surprising that parents,

rememberinc- the fir-i_t for citisenshiP ranl:nd naticInalitv high but their

sons, born with U.S. citizenship thouht it unimportant. Sors

emPhasized sl:in color very high while Parents ignored this criterion.

Neither ,7.roup thou.-ht th t relic7ion was crucial to self-identification.

Significantly, ixth c-roups felt that An lo-Americans use the same

critria for identifyinr7 them as they ase to identify themselves'. If
this inter-eneration91 disrarity of core values and self-identity

pe sicts, n st research on :.:exican-Americans must be up-dated to

maintain validity.

Comparin,- 1.7e-,:ioan-American slum dwellers with their Iregro or

Anglo neighbors, 2amirez51 concluded that the Hexican-American has a

higher self-rejection rate than either of the other groups living in

poverty. He further claimed that they see the An,lo school as a

threat to their group rather than as an aid toward upward mobility.

Finally, the traditional e=olanations of low class values or a poverty

culture do not explain away many of the values held by them which can

be traced to their Hexican-American heritage.



In sumnry, vric types of coraparativo studi have bo,rrn

poru, CrI valft4' "1 "o .1.4 litj In -onoratir- cluootins a:1(i pro-
.

viciin conc.:,1pus 4or furt or rosoarch. In a rorllistic sent howevor,

th .1.nority is faced rin two bro'ld stratocies to

ciLac i vdi-r1077.eL, position. One is that to ,-ain

equality in a doinant An10 culture t,hoy murst learn the Anzlo rulos

,and p'oocodurs, r!:az ',:ne!-1, and "beat tno An,-,o at Ills Gun oan.....

Tho al-teenAti f i ilitt cultural p17'' st who advocaCos onen

rejection of tho present socioty aId non-invol e:2ent in it as tt is

now constitutod. More is no easy solution oi forcir.L7 the dominant

culture to cizno social s'6ructure to include this m7!nori'6y sinply

to oenefit tho intte'0. With the tradition of dorinant Arv-lo

societj, it annoars th'It the-e-e muot b P "trde" for such roco7nition

whethor it 'co to rmrs7:.21 enoujh noteni" nowor ;ithi that to

force the -oci4-1tv to give 6%10= entr-, or -co caur;o -611-, 1-10 oors

society to emamine its Potential loss should it decide tL) disr rd

the disruntive an,-:1 destructive ca7mbilities of an orjanizod minority.

Jita ',Jae a.ormer al enlative there is '1 reC.4 -ri"..e hone of maintainir-

the social and OconoMic resources which could provide the basis for

chanc;e and develomaent whereas the latter may lead to total eqUality

by reducins the stem to ashes and dividins the remains equally.

Hoever, in the absence bz some well planned bilateral action, there

may be no alternative but disruption and open hostility - --o:1:21st the

"establishment." Illustratins this point, a cabinet level meetinE

of experts on 2.1e:dean-American relations was held in San Antonio,Temas.

Since no :exican-A:aericans of the novertv class or those directly

workinr; with them were formally invited, six "Lexican-American representa-

tivesfrdm El Paso paid their own way to attend and address that
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conrerenc wviti. Cae of them proclaimed th.clt while wore a.::c1

morF: p pJro wore beim: Prosented, reproduced, pub70d

and di ibuued, his eaildren and tholse oE hia neichbers were still

ill-clothed, Poorly Oncated and idthout a stable income

earner in the 2a.111y. "1 have no intention o2 letti% you walk out

of here satisfi d" hc d.:,.clared, and in the lan,:ucTe o2 his fore-

fathers declarod

Nost of us are inni:r^:Ites to this nation-- first or thied
generation. We cl.LIcid to aba.-.don our 2or2ar nation to beter
oelvoz bc of ;.he lack of o-xooruni-uy there. came to
this country whio;1 2ro2esses to be rich with oorortuaity.
forefathers and I have not yet eixouatored it. Perhaps..manna. 52

Comparative s udios 'e only the firs steo to establish the walues

and social s=c.tures exant in each national or ethnic ,r.rou.1). The,74..(J

may then be uzs,d aL-2 a bacis for buildin- bl-idjes between t fo-

charnelin7 op ortunitles for self betterment to our 1:eican neihbers

and to our :exican-Amrican citizens. But our solution will be no

better than our skill to define the problem correctly. And our

intellectual delib7rations will be of no prarmatic utility unless

they can be adapted for use within concrete programs to provide these

-
ol)portunitios, not manana but .4;12112z. ..-anana may be uoo laue....ror us

all!
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January 27, 1968.

35Conducted by M.G. Baker, Graduate Student at University of
Texas at El Paso, March-April, 1968.

36Conclusions concerning prostitution are based upon the
excellent work of Chester C. Christian Jr., "Some Sociological
Factors in Government Venereal Disease Control" (unpublished M.A.
Thesis, Department of Sociology, University of Texas at Austin, 1961).
Due to the political implications of specific data, these generaliza-
tions have been purposely left without specific referents of time,
location or personalities involved.

37Information gathered from local officials of the El Paso Police
Department, November, 1967.

38
Ibid.

39Rupert C. Koeninger, "The Law: Rape, Race, Time and Death
in Texas," Paper presented at the Southwest Social Science Associa-
tion meetings, Dallas, April 12, 1968.

40Clyde B. Kelsey Jr., John M. Sharp, and Guido A. Barrientos,
"Linguistic and Cultural Problems in the Study of Attitudes in the
Latin American University," Paper presented at Texas Psychological
Association Meetings, December 1-2, 1966. Also, by the same authors,
"Preliminary Results of an Attitudinal Study in a Mexican University,"
Paper presented at the Rocky Mountain Conference of Latin American
Studies, El Paso, April, 1966.

41The Mexican University is structured vertically by autonomous
escuelas within the larger administrative structure of the University.
Spanish for engineers is taught within the Engineer escuela. Spanish
for medical doctors is taught within a separate escuela. There is
little differentiation between undergraduate and graduate level students.

On the other hand, the University in the United States is somewhat
more integrated and course offerings are coordinated between the



separc divisjoas or collees, sheroas the horizontal differentia-
tion between lerer division, up1.2 division and e7taduate student
aevel io mere cloary articulated. See Kelsey, et. al.., Ibid..

42See Eliwyn R. Stoddard, "Freedom Types and Ethnocentric Bias
in tha Libera2 ''radtti,n." mho aocl:v ::Lountain Socii Sciencr) Journal,,
7ol. 4, No. 2 (October, 1967); especially pP. 26-)0.
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A
iF5Th- etLnocentric tereliLlolocy for self-identity was beouLht

to tho fore I resideJ in Ar:entina frpm 1947 to 1949. During
the early paried I referred to myself as an "American" until one
acauaintan.ce confided that this was a misnomer inas..luch as An.eentines
ocnsider th 1l7e aually as "American" as those from the United
States :once, the, term ":orth Ar.arican" became uart
my verleac%ler to Vontis'y all U.S. citizens includin.-. myself.
Teernicelli'., this too is a misnomeso inasmuch as Canadians, Kexicans,
anl U.S. are T11 ":orth Americans."

440ne of ti-;,e foremost exponents of the multi-grouP designation
of Spanish Sped:ix-I,: Al:nricans is Goorrse I. Sanchez, For,eotten Peo'cle
(Albtlor,orals), 7_;niversity of New 1:lexico Press, 1940).

Clark S. :newlton mal7.es a case for two major distinctions of
3nanisL oe,o,-)les. The rural conzanities of :orthern ITew
he desicnates as Sranish Auerican, the El Paso border residents P/"(-

Scw. -..alo..1Uo's "A Comparison ()I Sanisi AD.erican
anl ..oesLershin Sysuems of ITorthern :Tew 1.:exico and
31 Pneo," done in conjunction -sith Sal aamirez, a pe.oer presented_

to .Jeexas Acalee:-..y of Science, December 10, l65i and "Patron-Peon
Patterll A31 the Sllanish Americans of New He::ico," :Social Forces,
Vol. 40 (October, 1962), pp. 12-17.

450zzie G. Si=cils, "The i.lutual Images and Expectations of Anglo-
Americana and 2:.e::ican-Americans," Daedalus (Spring, 1961), pp. 26-299.

46These same misperceptions are mirrored by profezsional scientists
involved in inter-otlInic research. Some professionals conteLad that
without extelYled physical involvement, hunEer, and shared ipoverty,
one can n,,D7,-:)2 ho:: the less fortunate really feel. 'fhile this
may ba true, the sarin of these experie-nces is no guarantee of an
objective definition of these problems within the conte::t of an on-
.7oin,2.7 world. Thus, the football player relies on the sideline coach
for stratezy, and both rely on the universalistic refessee for procedures,
rules enJ. conseauences of the game.

A few social scientists of Lexican--1.merican descent implicitly
su;Tport the popular stereotype that they alone can understand the
Minority ra-ou-o because of their membership in it. A similar defense
of a privilepsed position was used by female midwives to avoid
competition fr.om male doctors. Expertise is the res-alt of scientific
trainin7 and precise use of research techniques, not a gift of the
embilical chord. Yet, that trainims ?Axes no guarantee that such
ex-oartise wil' be us beyond contributin to the musty tonbs
professional lite,-ature. The scientist and emeineer roles are betn

.needed, but their par7mse and prerequisites should not be confused.
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AiS 7)air.c,iai re-:;or-,, is .rom a three year researcn project by
the a:..thor, "'he RO1P of Cultural Vaues 4n Jor's Patterns and Health
Practices ---2.3r.- 7a-r4cwis and is:e..7ic:n:1-J-2ericnns in S.,32..cted '-'-;order

"
ICom=nitiest 4 y partially financed b-

University 2eosarcl: _Lnstitute, University CII 1eX3 at El Paso.
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